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Senate defeats
requirement
for diversity

Giving advice on resumé
preparation has become a
cottage industry with the
proliferation of desktop
publishing. Copy centers
have developed special
stations just for resumé
writing as students try to
moke theirs stand out.

C am pus body votes dow n addition
to faculty evaluation c o n sid eratio n s

Kinko's Foothill Boulevard
Desktop Publishing Coordi
nator Kevin O'Connor sees
an increase in resumé
preparation during this time
of year / Daily photos by
Michael DeMartini
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ÍHE SEARCH IS ON!
Fofy graduates and the
GreatJob Search o f1994.

TUBSbAY
— The economy
perks up and gives hope to
those with the right resumes.

Tlw market

TODAY
Marketing yourself —

Looking good on paper has
never been easier, but
expectations are higher now,
too.

THURSDAY
TliinkJng general — As big
companies disband, it’s the
generalist, not the specialist,
that’s in big demand.

By Joy Niemon
Doily Assistant Monoging Editor

The write stuff

Resumé advice? Keep it simple and sans serif— this week
By Gabe Joynt
Doily Opinion Ediloi_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

From the movie “Singles:” Former
Seattle supertrain developer Steve Dunn
sits alone in his apartment before his fax
machine, waiting for a response in his
search for new employment.
“Forty resumés, give me something.
Here we go, bring something back.”
Nothing happens.
Fortunately for Cal Poly students, this
uncomfortable situation doesn’t have to
haunt them. There’s plenty of advice
available on how to construct a winning
resumé.

But one professor warns that advice
on resumé writing has inherent limita
tions.
“Everybody’s an expert on job search,”
said James Howland, who teaches a cor
porate communication class that covers
resumé writing. “And everything you’ve
ever heard about how to write a resumé
is right — sometimes.
“But, by implication, that means
everything you ever heard is wrong some
times, too.”
In El Corral Bookstore, entire volumes
are dedicated to resumés, with such
See RESUMES, page 5

TALES FROM THE SEARCH

Waiting for the call up

ÎHE SEARCH IS ON!

The Apple of their eye

By Kelly Smith
Doily Contributing Wiitei

By Chris Rombouts
Doily Stoff Weiter

Ellen Avakian’s col
lege career has taken
some ironic turns.
When applying to Cal
Poly, high school ad
visers suggested
Avakian register for a
less impacted major
than architecture. So
she chose one she had
never heard of before,
city and regional plan
ning.
Now she is a 21year-old CRP senior, set
to graduate in June with
a minor in psychology
and a 3.91 GPA — the
highest in the College of
Architecture and En
vironmental Design.
But as she launches
off the graduation
podium in search of a

Gwen Dreyer landed
her first job upon
graduating from Cal
Poly’s Mechanical En
gineering Program lar
gely by accident. But a
little luck and a lot of in
itiative helped.
Today, the 1993
mechanical engineering
graduate makes more
than the average start
ing salary of $36,000 at
Apple Computer Inc.
under a department that
usually hires only one
new graduate per year.
And most of those hired
usually have a Ph.D. or
a master’s degree from
universities like M.I.T.,
Cornell or Stanford.
Dreyer came to Cal
Poly three years ago as a

Ellen Avakian

.;areer, Avakian will be
facing troubles finding a
job in her chosen profes
sion, despite her high
marks.
She has applied for
several positions in the
city and regional plan
ning field, but many
employers told her she
did not meet the mini
mum interviewing reSee AVAKIAN, page 3

In a split decision 'Tuesday, the Academic Senate
defeated a resolution that would have included diversityrelated activities as a factor considered in faculty evalua
tions.
The resolution would have amended the current facul
ty evaluation Form 109, which is used to determine
promotion, retention and tenure of faculty members. If
approved, the resolution would have been forwarded to
President Warren Baker for final approval within 60
days.
Faculty members currently are judged on the basis of
four categories: teaching or professional performance,
personal growth and achievement, service to university
and community and other factors — such as a faculty
member’s initiative and ability to relate with colleagues.
But since the university has shown an increased com
mitment to diversity and faculty members are en
couraged to promote diversity, the resolution suggested
two alternatives for including diversity-related activities
on the faculty evaluation form. The first would have in
cluded diversity-related activities in teaching and profes
sional performance, personal growth and achievement
and service to the university and community. The second
alternative would have included diversity-related ac
tivities only under the category of other factors of con
sideration.
Agribusiness professor William Amspacher voiced con
cern over the resolution.
“The reason is, I see too much opening for abuse in
this,” Amspacher said.
Amspacher said the criteria for determining diversityrelated activities was not clear. He also added that the
addition would open up the opportunity for students to
put pressure on administrative decisions regarding
tenure.
See ACADEMIC SENATE, page 3

Lecturer starts petition
to oust new ASI director
By Len Arends
Doily Assistant Monoging Editor
Gwen Dreyer

transfer student from
the Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Md. She said
she researched Califor
nia’s top engineering
schools because she al
ways has been inter
ested in mechanical en
gineering. After narrow
ing her search to UCLA,
Berkeley and Cal Poly,
she made the decision to
See DREYER, page 5

A Cal Poly faculty member is challenging ASI’s choice
for its executive director and attempting to cultivate sup
port for her cause.
Part-time chemistry lecturer Gail Wilson is passing a
petition around campus calling for a new selection
process and a recall of newly appointed Executive Direc
tor Polly Harrigan.
Wilson said her petition needs the signatures of 5 per
cent of Cal Poly’s population — or just short of 800 stu
dents — to force a referendum in the fall. As of 'Tuesday
morning, she said she had 520 names, and hopes to even
tually reach 1,000.
The referendum itself would only be advisory and
would not have the power to force a reappointment.
The ASI Board of Directors recently announced HarSee PETITION, page 2

INSIDE TODAY'S MUSTANG DAILY

N.Y. Trade Center ASI hopes to prop up Children’s Center
Moffatt
action to be taken if necessary.
bombers sentenced ByDalySuianne
Staff Wfitef_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Interim Executive Director Polly
By Larry Neumeister
Associoted Press_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NEW YORK — Four men con
victed in the World Trade Center
bombing were sentenced 'Tuesday to
life behind bars by a judge who said
the attack stole something precious
from Americans: their sense of
security.
“Prior to February 26th, 1993,
this country was a much freer place,"
U.S. District Judge Kevin Duffy said
as he passed out 240-year sentences
to each of the Muslim fundamen
talists. “Now we have guards. Now
See BOMBING, page 3

A debt-stopping proposal for the

ASI Children’s Center and a resolu
tion to make Board members more ac
countable to their constituencies top
the agenda for tonight’s ASI Board of
Directors meeting.
A resolution granting a $100,000
annual subsidy to the Children’s Cen
ter is expected to be approved tonight
by the Board.
The resolution requires a review
committee be established to meet in
August and November to evaluate the
program. The committee will deter
mine the Center’s ability to meet the
proposed budget and recommend any

Harrigan said the current subsidy for
the Center is $65,238 and as of the
end of April it’s running a $165,000
deficit.
To eliminate the chance of such a
deficit again being incurred, the
proposed resolution states that one
infant and toddler class will be
eliminated and the one remaining for
that age group will be restricted to
children of students.
If the resolution passes. Center
fees also will increase. For students
who enroll their children under three
years old, the fees will rise from $17
See ASI, page 2
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ASI: Saving Children’s Center, shaping up truant Board members top agenda
Concerns about the performance of board members
have
been circulating for some time, Martin said.
to $18 per month. For children over three, the fee will rise
“The
(Engineering Council) had two really bad board
from $16.15 to $16.50.
members
this year,” he said. “In the future, I don’t want
Alternative uses for the Children’s Center building
the
(ASI)
Board
to be saddled with a lousy member.”
will be decided by the Facilities and Operations Commit
Martin said he believes the tensions surrounding the
tee if the Center’s budget is in a deficit again during the
bill are because many directors are not meeting what he
1994-95 fiscal year.
considers to be minimum standards.
Board member oaountobility
“There are a lot of people on the Board who are
A proposal by College of Liberal Arts Director Mike Athreatened
by this,” he said. “It comes down to the fact
quino is likely to face some discussion as some members
that
a
lot
of
people don’t want to be held accountable
wish to postpone the issue indefinitely, while others are
after they’re elected.”
vowing to push it through.
Martin said Aquino is sponsoring the bill because ten
The accountability proposal gives college councils some
sions
are high between himself and other board members.
power to hold board members up to certain performance
“It’s
a personality thing,” he said. “I lay a heavy hand
standards — including a stricter meeting attendance re
on (the other members). I’m a certain way and I demand
quirement.
If the resolution gets the approval of the Board, the results.”
councils could vote to bring a board member before the
Martin also said he was concerned board members
ASI Board of Directors for review and possible dismissal would “freak out” if they saw his name on the bill.
if it feels there are performance or attendance problems.
“I wanted (the bill) to go through on its own merit,’ he
Plans to indefinitely postpone this bill were announced said.
during Monday night’s workshop, but Rob Martin, a rep
Aquino said Monday night he sponsored the bill be
resentative from the College of Engineering, said Tuesday cause he wanted to address the problem of directors’ per
formance and try to establish review standards.
he will try to push the bill through tonight.
From page 1

12 school days remaining in spring quarter.
TODAY'S WEATHER: Patchy morning fog; sunny
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: Patchy morning fog; partly cloudy
Today's high/low: 70 / 49
Tomorrow's h i^ /lo w : 68 / 49

TODAY
Book Solo • Kennedy Library, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
AIDS Group • AIDS Educational Subcommittee meeting,

Health Center Library, 11 a.m. / 756-1151
Workshop • Career planning, U.U. 202C, 1 p.m.
Seminar • "Investment Strategies for Singles," City/County
Library, 7 p.m. / Eor reservations: 543-2364
ASI • Board of Directors meeting, U.U. 220, 7 p.m.

THURSDAY
Support group • Poly students' grief support meeting. Psych

ological Services Croup R(K)m, 10:30 a.m. / 544-2266
Physics Colloquium • 'Three Mile Island + Eifteen: Assessing
the legacies," Arthur H. Purcell, Science E 45, 11:10 a.m.
Meeting • PPIAG, 1515 Fredericks St., 7 p.m. / 528-5770
cxt.-22
Speech • "What is Happening in Nicaragua Today," Dorothy
Cranada, Staff Dining Room B, 7 p.m. / 756-2033

UPCOMING
YMCA • Child and Adult Hockey larague sign-ups requested,
season: July 5-Aug. 7 / 543-8235
Voluteers Needed • San Luis Obispo High School 24-hour
Relay Challenge., May 28-29, / 544-5770
Absentee Ballot • Last day to mail request. May 31
WriterSpeok • Glenn Irvin and Paula Huston, June 1, Science
B-5, 7 p.m.
Art Display • Landscape oil paintings of Central Coast and
Eastern Australia, William Mitchell, June 2, Earthling
Bookshop, 6 p.m.-8 p.m. — On display through June
Junefest • Los Osos/Baywood Park, June 12, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1001 Kennedy Way, 7 p.m. / 466-1678
Writing Contest • SLO Nightwriters, deadline: July 31
info: 546-0584
Agendo Items: c/o ten Arends, Graphic Arts 226, Cd Poly 93407 — Fox: 756-6784

PETITION: Part-time lecturer starts signature drive over ASI director choice
who are not likely to be asking the interim ASI executive
director for a letter of recommendation.”
rigan as its choice out of an original pool of 200 ap
Piros said such a conflict of interest really wouldn’t be
plicants.
Harrigan was appointed by the Board in July 1993 to an issue. He personally could see no motive to ask Har
be interim executive director during the selection process, rigan to recommend him for future employment, he said.
“The executive director is an employee of ASI,” he said.
after then-Executive Director Roger Conway left the posi
“(The
director) would not be someone I would approach
tion. Before then, Harrigan served as assistant director
for
a
letter
of recommendation.”
for Housing.
Piros said he would be more likely to use the Cal Poly
Wilson claims Harrigan’s position as the interim direc
president, the San Luis Obispo police chief or mayor for a
tor was the Board’s main criterion for selecting her.
“If she were in Housing right now, there’s no way they recommendation source.
If the petition is successful, and a student referendum
would have picked her,” Wilson said.
Both ASI President Marquam Piros and Harrigan said is required, ASI will have to foot the bill for the proce
dure, Piros said.
nothing out of the ordinary occurred in the selection.
“The process and the procedures (for selecting an ex
Based on the cost of a regular election, which follows
ecutive director) were followed to the letter,” Piros said.
the same procedures, he said a referendum election could
Harrigan said she believes the process went as it cost ASI $32,000 to $33,000.
should and she is “thrilled” to have the position.
Piros said this petition wasn’t the first time Wilson
Wilson said she wasn’t contesting whether the rules has presented difficulties to ASI operations.
were followed correctly, but whether a new set of rules
In 1993, ASI helped cover the legal costs for Conway in
should be required.
a
lawsuit
he filed against Wilson for libel.
In a letter which accompanied her petition, Wilson
“Gail Wilson has been collectively the most expensive
stated she wanted “an independent committee of students
to make the selection (of executive director) — students legal cost for ASI in the last eight years,” Piros said.
From page 1

One of these high-speed, high-performance
payments.
The other one is just here for looks.
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ACADEMIC SENATE: Diversity-related activities requirement voted down

BOMBING: Terrorist a ‘coward,’ judge says

From page 1

From page 1

agreed that diversity-related ac
But materials engineering tivities are difficult to determine.
professor Anny Morrobel-Sosa
“We should be held account
disagreed.
able for diversity-related ac
“This is strictly a personnel tivities,” Russell said. “I think we
involvem ent,” Morrobel-Sosa owe an obligation to society and
said. She said students would the campus as a whole.”
never see the evaluation forms.
He pointed out that diversity“The fact is that students can related activities are difficult to
bring up any point (in regards to determine in teaching and
tenure),” she added. “They can professional performance, but
also do that in terms of profes said they could be included in
sional experience.”
evaluation under factors such as
Natural resources manage service to the university.
ment professor James Vilkitis
Wendy Reynoso, coordinator
said the resolution could penalize for the Advisement Center of the
professors in other departments College of Liberal Arts, said the
— such as math or science — in form deals with performance of a
which criteria for diversity are teacher.
not as easily determined as they
“It’s not a matter of being
are for a professor in the College color blind,” Reynoso said. “It’s a
of Liberal Arts.
matter of being culturally con
“If someone is involved in scious and how culture affects
diverse activities, they should be the teaching-learning process.”
recognized for that,” Vilkitis
But political science professor
said. “(But) if they are not doing Phil Fetzer — who helped or
it, they’re going to be penalized.” ganize Civil Rights Awareness
He added that his department Week on campus and currently is
follows Form 109 to the letter, fighting for tenure — reminded
but he said not all departments the Senate that diversity comes
have programs in which diver in different forms.
sity-related activities can be
“Certainly in classrooms, we
used as an appropriate measure. all have students of different
Music professor Craig Russell genders, students with dis

abilities,” Fetzer said. “Do we
recognize them? Do we en
courage them? I think that’s im
portant.”
He said the idea of the resolu
tion is to encourage professors to
recognize diversity on campus
and provide opportunity for
recognition through faculty
evaluations.
But Amspacher said issues of
diversity should not be handled
in faculty evaluations.
“I feel the logistics of trying to
accomplish what we set out for
ethnic diversity are better hand
led at the department or univer
sity level, not (at the individual
level),” Amspacher said.
G rap h ic c o m m u n ica tio n
professor Stephen Mott agreed.
“To me. Form 109 is a profes
sional judgment of colleagues,”
Mott said. “By adding one more
item to the list of things to take
under consideration, I think
we’re perpetuating the trend of
converting Form 109 into a
checklist.
“So, well-intended as the
resolution is, I think that it’s
going to create some problems by
putting it into the Form 109.”

we have an identification card
mentality.
“It’s not quite as free.”
Duffy pronounced the senten
ces after hearing Ed Smith tell
how his life was ruined when his
pregnant wife, Monica, was
killed in the bombing that left
five others dead and injured
more than 1,000.
“We lost all this because the
four men you are to sentence
today wanted to terrorize the
people of the United States,” he
said.
Duffy said he arrived at the
240-year sentences for Moham
mad Salameh, Nidal Ayyad,
Mahmoud Abouhalim a and
Ahmad Ajaj by calculating the
life expectancy of the six killed in
the blast — 180 years — and ad
ding 30 years each on two other
counts.
He also fined the men
$250,000 each and told them
that if they ever sold their story,
the money would go to the vic

GRADUATES WANTED!

AVAKIAN: She’s not too anxiety prone as she searches for a GRP job
From page 1

quirements, such as being a col
lege graduate.
Having only a few weeks of
school to finish didn’t cut it, she
said.
Awaiting that day, Avakian
currently is working for Call
America, a business communica
tion company. She recently was
promoted from an operator to a
supervisor.
“I have a really good job here,”
she said.
But “I’m at the point where
I’m halfheartedly looking (for a
job in city planning). I have the
attitude that if I find a job in
planning, that’s great and I’ll
take it. But if not, then I’ll just
stay in San Luis Obispo.”

So, it was with understand
able resignation that she applied
for a job in Michigan.
But after receiving her work
samples, the potential employer
contacted Avakian last week and
told her she placed 10th on the
list of applicants. The company
said she would remain on a wait
ing list for six to twelve months.
“Once I realized they were
considering me I got excited,” she
said. “I would like to move out of
California and try somewhere
else.”
Avakian credits much of her
scholastic success to her Cal Poly
mentor, CRP professor Zeljka
Bilbija.
“I just remember she was al

W E RACE
YOU W IN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As
race car builders, we follow a car through its
entire life span often only a matter of hours.
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and
Daytona applies directly to the way we main
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance
and make the minor repairs that can save you
a major overhaul further down the road.
Our prices are reasonable and our
service is the best.
■ iU 5 > t
Racing car owners trust
G O flU S Il
us, shouldn’t you"^
A lltO
sp ec ia lizin g in Porsche, Audi, B M W , M erced es, Volvo & V W Autos

Im m ediate Openings Avaiiabie

ways professional,” Avakian said.
“She had a lot of experience, and
she reminded me of myself.”
In a parallel of her own ex
perience, Avakian said Bilbija
also originally wanted to study
architecture, found it didn’t ap
peal to her and switched to city
and regional planning.
When working on projects,
Avakian said it helps to have a
professor who is easily acces
sible.
“(Bilbija is) there with us
when we’re up all hours of the
night,” she said.

Fast growing organization seeks enthusiastic individuals for
exciting opportunities. The successful candidate desires to meet
great people and have a lot of fun in a casual group setting. No
experience necessary. Competitive benefits package includes
good music, dancing, food, and plenty of prizes. Apply in person
to the “Welcome to the Real World Party,” honoring recent Cal
Poly graduates, on Saturday, June 18, 7 p.m. at the Fort Mason
Firehouse, San Francisco. $15 per person. Sponsored by the San
Francisco Chapter of the Cal Poly Alumni Association. For more

Last spring, Avakian worked
on an urban design project for
the village of Arroyo Grande.

D

K

tims.
He added with icy disgust
when sentencing Ayyad, “I can’t
imagine anyone wanting to give
you anything.”
The hearing stretched for
more than seven hours because
each defendant was permitted to
speak. They gave defiant, often
rambling statements in their na
tive Arabic, proclaiming their in
nocence and decrying their
prison conditions.
“I wonder how long I will
remain in prison until the
government reveals I was in
nocent,” said Salameh, a 26year-old Palestinian immigrant.
“Two years? Seven? Ten? Twen
ty? God only knows.”
Duffy responded:
“It is the mark of a sneak and
a coward to plant the bomb to
kill innocents and to steal away,
and that’s what you are — a
coward.”
Ayyad said he would not
“stand here and cry and ask for
mercy.”

I

information, call the hotline at 415-773-8896.
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Carolyn

NIELSEN

1

Balls, men and
a world all
its own

“Way to go, Alice!”
O.K., sure the guy had on some nifty pastel plaid
pants and a pink Izod but, really, the message be
hind this appellation baffled me.
I later discovered that the poor schmuck’s compadres were ridiculing his golf swing, not his taste in
clothing. (And in my opinion, the former was a much
more worthy target of jest than the latter. Oddly
enough, this fashion faux pas was more the rule than
the exception for wardrobe choice among the balding
beeper-toting middle-aged set on the green.)
Thanks to my dad, who encouraged me to go
where few women without blue hair and shiny nylon
jogging suits with matching visors have boldly gone
before, I have taken up the game of golf.
The whole “Alice” thing seemed really inane to
me. Apparently, if a mans’ stroke lacks length or
velocity, he will earn himself this monicker. For his
weakness he will be called a woman. I find this silly.
Although she would strangle me for revealing it in
such a public forum, my mom’s middle name is Alice
and she is not weak. She can fix a lawn mower and
throw a baseball better than most men I know.
I really like golfing with my dad. We get a couple
of Heinekens and he lets me drive the cart. As with
most of my athletic endeavors, my fledgling putting
career is off to a less than brilliant start. Failure,
though, is a relative word. I suppose I can claim
some measure of success if “comic relier counts as a
skill. (The last time I played with my friend Brian,
he had to turn his head because it was just too pain
ful to watch me hacking away at the herbage.)
So I’ve been taking lessons, but I must say that I
cringe when the instructor refers to the “red tee” as
the “ladies’ tee.” For those of you who aren’t fairway
aficionados, the red tee is closer to the pin for us
weakling females who can’t drive as far as those big
strong victims of midlife crises (most of whom are
shorter'than me anyway) with something to prove.
And I wonder why I am the only female under 60.
Far be it from me to generalize about all golf courses,
but the Country Club is oozing testosterone overload
out of its French windowed clubhouse.
Speaking of the clubhouse, the pro shop has got to
define the “Keeping up with the Joneses” mentality,
a veritable sign-of-the-times tribute to materialism.
Everything has got to be THE brand: clubs, bags,
balls, shoes, socks, shirts, sweaters, visors, hats,
magazines, videos, books and contraptions I don’t
even know what the heck they are but they look like
17th century torture devices to improve your swing.
What cracks me up the most are those sock deals
that cover up your woods; their fashion statement
has far exceeded their pedestrian purpose.
Every time I have to go in there, I practically need
a shovel to tunnel my way out through all the b.s.
that’s tossed around in there.
If it’s such a torture for you, Carolyn, why don’t
you just turn in your clubs and quit complaining?
you ask.
Well, I’ll tell you. First, I am fond of complaining.
Second, I like to play — just not to deal with the
attitudes.
Third, I think it will come in handy in the future.
My female speech professor even encouraged all the
women in our class to take up golf as a means of net
working not normally available to women. You know,
that kind of informal network system.
But most of all, 1 like to show up to play on Men’s
Day just to tick people off.
• Carolyn Nielsen is a Daily senior editor. She
writes columns like this when she is out of Diet Coke.
Her mom makes awesome cookies.
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U.U. director swallows hard, addresses nest destruction
Re: “ U.U. swallows lulled with pressure washer/ Letters, May 24

Thanks to Daily Opinion Editor Gabe Joynt for the
professionalism he displayed with the University Union
swallow issue. Gabe called me at home to confirm I had
authorized the removal of the nest before printing the
letters. I appreciate his concern for accuracy.
Students and the rest of the university community
should know my intentions were not to harm any birds;
my intention was to clean up the building. While build
ing the nests and inhabiting them, the birds defecate on
the building walls and the ground sun'ounding the nest.
The feces make for an unsightly mess which create a
bad odor and a health concern. These conditions are not
very sanitary for the public.
I was unaware that one of the nests was occupied
with young birds. The nests I checked were still being

7 was unaware that one o f the

nests was occupied with young
birds. I apologize fo r any harm
done to (them ).’
built and unoccupied. I have stopped the removal of the
other nests around the building. I apologize for any
harm which was done to the birds.
John Stipicevich
Diiectoi of Opeiations
University Union
Associated Students, Inc.

Editor’s diversity column missed the mark
Sports column was stereotypical
Re: “ Athletics' diversity is distressing,“ Sports, May 23

Diversity is definitely a problem at Cal Poly.
However, there are right and wrong ways to correct
this deficiency. I am surprised that the editor of a
sports section has not taken a political science class
that has told him about the 1978 case, Bakke vs.
Regents of the University of California at Davis. The
case explained in very clear detail how affirmative
action is to be applied to integrating federally-funded
institutions.

7 think it was in poor taste fo r

Hamilton to imply that only
minorities have it hard and should
receive special treatment. ’
It explained that double standards cannot be im
posed for admitting students. This means a program
cannot ask members of one group to meet certain re
quirements and others to meet (iiTerent require
ments. The requirements must be the same for all.
For the school to accept a minority at this school
with grades below that of other applicants would
would be unconstitutional. It would break the equal
opportunity clause in the 14th Amendment.

By the way, Mr. Hamilton inferred a stereotype
when he said that a Hispanic, presumably poor,
would rather work and play sports instead of doing
well on his studies. Contrary to popular belief, white
people also live in the inner city, and are poor. I
think it was in poor taste for Hamilton to imply that
only minorities have it hard and should receive spe
cial treatment — especially after the excellent ar
ticles last week, including the one on stereotypes
that Hamilton obviously did not read.
Damond Trowbridge
Aichitectural engineering sophomore
Editor's note: Hamilton co-outhored the news story about
stereotypes.

Hamilton wants lower standards
Re: “ Athletks' diversity is distressing,“ Sports, May 23

Wait, let me see if I’ve got this straight. Not only
does Brad Hamilton want us to continue lowering ad
missions standards for minorities, but to do so in order
for them to play sports! I’m so glad he considers scholar
ship to be so important at a university. In that case,
why don’t we start letting short white guys into the
NBA to even things out?
Gregory King
Aeronouticol engineering senior

O pinion Policies

Lehers Policy

Editorials represent the majority opinion of the Mustang
Daily Editorial Board. The board consists of the
newspaper's nine editors; each represents one vote on the
board.

Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from
students, staff, and other community members. Letters
should be typed, double spaced and under 250 words.
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced and
750-1,0(XTwords.

Commentaries can be either unsolicited or solicited by the
opinion editor. Often, they are longer-form letters to the
editor that the editor decides to give larger prominence.
Commentaries are not representations cJ the newspaper's
stance on any given issue.
Reporter's notebooks are opinion commentaries written
by members of the D a il/s reporting staff.
The Daily recieves many letters to the editor. Its editors
print those they consider most relevant to the campus, and
are the best-constructed of those submitted. Letters which
adhere to the Daily's letters policy and address timely
issues typically receive priority.

All authors must include a name, signature and phone
number. Students should include their major and class
standing. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed
to: Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
CA. 93407
FAX: (805) 756-6784
E-Mail: gjoynt@oiboe.calpx)ly.edu (letters only)
Commentary submissions on 3.5" disks are encouraged.
Files should be in Word 4.0. MacWrite,
or other common Macintosh software.
Please submit a hard copy with your disk.
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DREYER

RESUMES: One expert says to forget decorations — the text is all big companies are after

From page 1

From page 1

attend Cal Poly after hearing
»s “Resumé Pro (by the
several good things about the
author ^ *The Damn Good
community and the school.
Resumé Guide”), “Your f^'^st
Dreyer attended Cal Poly for
Resumé,” “Slam Dunk Resumés,
three years, and was recognized
“Resumés That Knock 'Em
for several notable accomplishDead.”
ments.
The Career Center publishes
One of her former teachers,
» four-page resumé guideline
mechanical engfineering professheet, and four counselors are
sor Edward Garner, helped
available to critique them.
Dreyer with her senior project
Luis Obispo boasts more
and taught her upper level enthan 20 businesses that offer a
gineering courses.
wide range of services for those
“She is probably the most outneed of a professional image
standing female mechanical enpaper — from simple duplicagineering student I have ever
lengthy consultation, help
seen and probably in the upper
^nd advice on resumés are availfive percent overall,” Gamer
^
„
said.
Marcy Sullivan, a Cal Poly
One of Dreyer’s other profeseconomics alumnus, recruits on
sors agreed.
campus for Pacific Islands Club.
“She was a very hardworking
She also sees a constant flow of
and thorough professional,” said
resumés through the recruiting
mechanical engineering profesbusiness she operates from her
sor Jack Wilson, who also chairs
San Francisco home,
the Academic Senate.
Sullivan said a key consideraSome of the accomplishments
^ion in writing a resumé is to
and experience Dreyer gained
tailor it to the job being pursued
from Cal Poly demonstrate her and make sure it’s easy to read,
desire and initiative to excel and
“I’ve seen many dif^rent
work hard. She worked with the
types of opinions
and there s
Society of Women Engineers and
»^ght answer,” Sullivan
helped students in the Computer
said. I suggest a clean, polished
Aided Drafting Lab. Dreyer also* approach, from resumé to interwas one of three directors in
view.
charge of Engineering Day at the
“Someone s got to make an inMall, a program that later served
vestment in you, Sullivan said
as a national model.
graduating seniors with little
“I worked with clubs to come relevan t work
exp erien ce,
up with a format to help them
“They’re looking for someone
present their displays, make
work hard, listen and
sure there wouldn’t be any cirgrow
active learner is the
cuit blowups and gather donabuzzword.
tions,” Dreyer said.
Howland added the buzDreyer also sold Apple comzwords may be all employers
pu ters in the El Corral
when first screening
Bookstore.
resumés.
“(Apple is) always on the cutEmployers aren t reading
ting edge of technology,” she
resumés any more, Howland
said. “It’s a quality product —
said. “They never say this perthat’s what I liked.”
Dreyer met Apple employees
during a recruitment process the
company held on the campus.
“I really liked the fact that
everybody working at Apple was
so excited and enthusiastic about %
their job,” Dreyer said.
She decided to talk with the
recruiters in charge of interview
ing potential employees.
“The next day, they were interviewing, so I went in during
their lunch break and talked
with them, even though they ^ ^
were only interviewing software
and electrical majors,” Dreyer ^
said.
Apple must have been equally
impressed by Dreyer’s qualifica
tions because they asked her to
submit a cover letter during the
lunch break conversation. Three
days later, Dreyer said, Apple
called her at 8 p.m. for a phone
interview.
After the telephone interview,
Dreyer said Apple asked her to
attend an all-day interview with
nine panelists. The company
finally offered her a job in
January 1993 — five months
before she was even supposed to
graduate.
Dreyer said her job as an
Apple product design engineer
offers great pay and benefits. She
said she already has had the opportunity to work on a group
that helped create a major new
product the company just
launched.
“I like (the job) a lot,” Dreyer
said. “I’m given a tremendous
amount of responsibility. I get to
travel, I have my own office with
the latest Macintosh on my desk
and a Hewlett Packard 9000
workstation.”
Dreyer actually landed two
summer jobs with Hewlett Pack
ard through a contact she met at
Engineering Day in the Mall.
“I encourage everyone to get
involved with any clubs or ac
tivities,” Dreyer said. “I met a lot
of people with similar interests
and industry professionals.”

|p
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son is a bozo’ — so you don’t
believe them.”
Instead, Howland said com
panies are implementing com
puter technology to screen job
applicants.
Howland said an expanding
trend is to use a scanner to make
a digital image of a incoming
resumés, then use specialized
software to look for certain word
ings or phrases.
“For a programmer job, they
might look for a specific machine
language on the resumé,” he
said. “For a sales job they might
look for the words ‘assertive’ or
‘aggressive.’ Companies will
jealously guard the keywords
they’re looking for.”
Howland said the technology
is neither out of reach or far from
coming into the mainstream.
“Basically, anyone can do it,”
Howland said. “It’s really ex
ploded in the last three months.”
He estimates the necessary
software costs less than $250.
Laurie Swift, a recruiting
coordinator for Microsoft, said
her company makes digital scans
of all the resumés it receives.
Swift said the resumés are
put into a database, which allows
easy access throughout the com
pany. The sy stem allow s
Microsoft to search resumés by
name or to pull resumés that
have key words and phrases.
Swift said Microsoft generally
reads each resumé received, but
advised students to prepare their
resumés for digital scanning and
electronic screening.
“Students have to be a lot
more careful to use words that
are in the industry in case some
body relies solely on a com
puterized resumé search,” Swift
said.
For computerized searches.

Howland advises students to
make sure their resumés are set
in a sans serif typeface, such as
Helvetica, and all the type is of
the same size.
And, contrary to what
Howland was teaching six
months ago, he said applicants
no longer need to tailor their
resumés if they are being
screened by a computer.
“You don’t want to use desktop
publishing (to make the resumé
more elaborate)” Howland said.
“Resumés should be designed so
it’s easy for computers to scan
them.”
“In the past, I taught students
to tailor their resumés because
that was the best way to do it,”
Howland said. “Tailored resumés
have been the standard for about
8 to 10 years, but they don’t have
much currency any more.”
With the proliferation of laser
printers in the 1980s, job seekers
were able to bypass expensive
mass-produced screen printed
resumés and make a tailored,
professional-looking resumé for
each new position they applied
for.
This trend advanced as the
conventional wisdom on resumé
writing called for tailoring
resumés as much as possible.
As desktop publishing tech
nology advances and becomes
more a ccessib le, elaborate
graphics and color have become
en vogue for resumés.
Ed Pace, manager of Kinko’s
on Foothill Boulevard, said
resumé styles have changed with
technology.
Pace shows off Kinko’s archive
of resumés — from simple styles
to wild color designs.
“Color is a big deal right now,”
Pace said.
Still, Pace said, a well-writ

ten, easy-to-read resumé is the
key.
“A white sheet of substance,”
he said, “is better than coloful
fluff.”
Pace remembers one woman
who came in to duplicate her
resumé onto pink parchment
paper.
“Before I took it, she was like,
‘W ait, w ait, I forgot my
unicorns,’ ” he said. “She ended
up putting unicorns on each
corner of her resumé.”
Kinko’s Assistant Manager
Mark Hamilton, who went to
school in Illinois, said Califor
nians are especially concerned
wi t h p r o f e s s i o n a l - l o o k i n g
resumés.
“In California, people really
care about quality,” Hamilton
said. “Color is it.”
But Sullivan said people
should consider how more
elaborate resumés will look once
t h e y are r e c e i v e d
and
photocopied.
“The color paper resumés
drive me crazy,” Sullivan said.
“They’re impossible to photocopy
once you get beyond gray or tan.”
Hamilton said a trend is to
fax resumés and follow them up
with a printed copy in the mail.
Swift said Microsoft goes a
step further by requesting ap
plicant send resumés via
electronic mail.
“It’s simply the fastest way to
get a resumé to us,” Swift said.
And despite all the excitement
over resumé design, Kinko’s
publishes a brochure offering the
following advice: “Don’t have any
unreasonable expectations of
what a resumé can do,” it says.
“Employers hire people, not
resumés.”

Super Spring Savings!
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Show (ol Poly ID & Get
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all adds up to McMath
Equipment manager offers his view on going Division I
By Brian Volk
Doily Staff Wtilet_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________

The next time you go to a Cal Poly athletic
event, whether it be football, volleyball or
whatever, focus on what the players are wearing.
Count all the shoes, jerseys, bats, balls and hel
mets that are being used.
Look at every piece of equipment in front of
you and take notice of the condition it may be in.
Odds are you haven’t done so in the past.
But someone has to. That’s where Dick
McMath comes into the picture.
Since 1978, the 48-year-old McMath has been
the equipment manager for the Cal Poly Athletic
Department. His job is ordering all the equip
ment imaginable and outfitting every player in
each of the 17 varsity sports programs.
In all these years, McMath said he has seen a
lot of changes. Cal Poly athletics has ^ow n ex
tensively with all of the newer facilities and
programs over the years, he said, particularly the
Equipment Manager Dick McMath has gone through hundreds of loads of wash and women’s programs.
three athletic directors at Cal Poly / Daily photo by Scott Robinson
“We have made some really great strides,” the

M e n 's

C r o s s

S o c c e r

First Year:

• 1978

Highlights

• The 1991 squad made it to
the Final Four, before being
stripped of its accomplish
ments because of an ineligible
player on the team
• C^ly one losing record in
last 13 years
• Ranked in the Top 10 for the
past five years
• Went undefeated in confer
ence and won first CCAA title
in 1993
• Overall -143-98-36 * Records
not available before 1981
• This Season's -13-6-2 overall
and 8-0-2 in CCAA

Senior midfielder Joe Korngiebel
/ Daily file photo

Records:

Coaches:

• Best and Current - Wolfgang
Gartner (13 years, 143-98-36)

Best Players:
Greatest

See M cM A IH , page 7

C o u n t r y

MbíúJ

Head Coach Wolfgang Gartner and
his team have only suffered one losing
season in 15 years despite not receiving
scholarship funds from the university.
Going Division I has put money in the
team's budget and put an idea of play
offs in the coach's head.
"Under the same circumstances (non
scholarship status) the outlook might be
bleak," Gartner said. "But we will be
receiving decent support, and our ath
letic successes show we are a team that
can beat anybcxdy no matter what divi
sion.
"A winning season is what we're look
ing for," he added. "1 think that's what
will happen."
But if the undefeated seasons, the Top
10 rankings and postseason play don't
come like they have in the past, it doesn't
matter too much to Gartner.
"Asoccer ga me is a stxrcer game. Win or
lose, celebrate and look to the next game."

tall and lumbering McMath said from a mouth
hiding under a bushy mustache. “We didn’t have
a (women’s) soccer team. And everything was so
hodgepodge back then.”
There is no doubt in McMath’s mind the
recent change with the most impact is the transi
tion of Cal Poly athletics from Division II to
Division I.
McMath said he feels the school is capable of a
successful transition, but it won’t happen over
night.
He said it’s going to be a struggle because
many of the athletes recruited at the Division II
level still remain on the squads.
McMath said the majority of the stumbling
blocks he faces include immediately providing all
of the programs with the new equipment needed
by the coaches and athletes. He said the teams
will keep last year’s equipment but will need
more of them for backup.
In past years, extra gear was sometimes un
available if something broke on the field, he said.

• Paul Wraith
• Tim Hire
• Jeff Meyer
Moment: • Making the 1991
Final Four as a non
scholarship program

Conference Alignment:
• Indep>endent

Division I Future:

• "We have a bright
future," Assistant Coach Glenn
Fens said. "We expect to make
it to the playoffs."

First Year:
Highlights:

Freshman Nika Horn
/ Daily photo by Lorena Arnold

If there’s any athletic program at Cal
Poly that has had one of the best "track"
records, it is cross country.
According to Cross Country Head
Coach Terry Crawford, also the track
and field co-director, she believes her
team has what it takes to move to the
next level.
"W'e re headed in the right direction
as we make the move to Division I,"
Crawford said.
She said her team has consistently
accomplished the things it has set out to
do. And it has the titles to prove it.
The women's team has strung together
10 National Championships from 1982
through 1991 - the longest champion
ship run in Division II history. The men's
team has nailed down two National
Titles in 1977 and 1978.

Best

• Not applicable
• Best - Lance Harter (1982-89)
He led the Mustangs to eight
women's titles
Current - Terry Crawford (2nd
year)
Athletes: • Amy Harper (1982-83)
• Eileen Kraemer (1977-82)
• James Schankel (1975-80)

Greatest Moment:

• "Becoming National
Champions," Crawford said.

Conference Alignment:
• American West Conference

Division I Future: • "We're headed in

S o c c e r

FREE
3 small boxes for each paid reservation on
trucks or trailers.

Can 462-0141
Junior defender Michele Wagner
/ Daily photo by Scott Robinson
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154 Suburban Road
SLO 546-9788
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the
right direction," Crawford said,

W o m e n 's
First Year:
Highlights

Starting M ay 1,
reservations w ill be
accepted for Ju n e /

Women
• Won 10 straight National
Titles from 1982 through 1991
• Four women have won
individual championships
• Kristina Hand won Honda
Athlete of the Year in 1993
Men
• Won two National Titles in
1977andl978
• Cal Poly holds record for
best Nationals finishes with 42
points in 1977

Records:
Coaches:

RAINBOW U-HAUL

"10 GETS YOU IN!

• 1946

It was truly a Cinderella story. The women’s
soccer team advanced all the way to the Division
II Championship game in just its second year as a
varsity sp»ort —an unprecedented achievement
according to Head Coach Alex Crozier.
The Mustangs eventually lost 2-0 to defending
champion Barry University.
The Mustangs gathered several honors along
the way, including Crozier being named Division
II National Coach of the Year.
"We're getting recognition as a women’s soccer
team, and the program has grown and become
more comp>etitive," Crozier said. "We're well on
the way (for the future.)"
The team wll have 15 returning players.

• 1991
• Won the CCAA in their first and only
year in the conference in 1993
• Finished second in the nation in only
their second year as a varsity sport

Records:

• Overall - 26-11-3
• This Season's - 15-5-1
• Best-15-5-1 in 1993

Coaches:

• Best and Current - Alex
Crozier (2 years, 26-11-3)

Best Players:

• Kolleen Kassis (1991-) CCAA MVP
and All-American in 1993
• Wendy Jones (1992- ) CCAA First
T e ^ and All-American; she leads
Mustangs with 26 career goals
• Janet Kreb (1990-93) CCAA
First Team

Greatest Moment:

• When the team beat Sonoma
State in the playoffs

Conference Alignment:
Division I Future:

• independent

• if the team performs as well
as it did last fall, it will make an immedi
ate impact at Division I.

— mmm/
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McMATH: Excited hoopster standing on the court with just a jock strap stands out in long-time employee’s memory
From page 6

The San Luis Obispo native
was a student assistant the same
year he enrolled in Cal Poly in
1971. In the four years it took
McMath to graduate with a de
gree in physical education, he
worked as a student assistant in
the department.
The years have brought many
good memories, McMath said.
One of the most embarrassing
moments in Cal Poly athletics he
recalled was with the basketball

team.
“Years ago ... we had a basket
ball player that hardly had a
chance to play,” McMath said.
“The coach decided to give him a
chance to play. The guy was so
eager he pulled off his warm up
pants and his shorts at the same
time. All he had was his jock
strap.”
The most pleasant memory,
McMath said, was after the 1990
playoffs at a banquet dinner.
McMath, along with the head

coach and the athletics director,
received a ball signed from the
whole team.
“You can have a bronze statue
— that’s nice,” McMath said.
“(But) when I got a ball signed by
the whole team ... it was one of
my happiest moments.”
McMath’s boss. A thletics
Director John McCutcheon, has
worked with him for a little over
a year and deems McMath to be
a hard worker.
“He has quite a history and

knows so many of the athletes
who have gone through Cal
Poly,” McCutcheon said.
Volleyball Head Coach Craig
Cummings has relied on McMath
to clothe his players and supply
balls for practice for 17 years.
He recalled a time when
McMath built c ust omi zed
wooden lockers for the football
team.
“He didn’t have to do that but
he took it out of his time,” Cum
mings said. “He’s got incredible

CLASSIFIED

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALi 756 1143

Campus Clubs

Greek News

Word Processing

For Sale

ASME
MEETING
LAST MEETING OF THE YEAR

FOB

FAST, ACCURATE, STYLISH WORD
PROCESSINGiSR. PROJECTS, REPORTS
RESUMES. ETC. I PROOF. EDIT &
TRANSLATE WHAT YOU WRITE. PC
LASER PRINTER. SALLY 773-2828

12 SPEED BIKE-NITAKA-FOR $50.00
JVC DUAL CASS-$50.00 EXCL COND
CALL ERIC-LEAVE MESG 546-9720

SPEAKER - ANDERSON CONSULTING
FREE PIZZA!!! BE THERE!
THURSDAY MAY 2 6 .1 1AM BLDG 52-E27

OMEGAS
Congratulations on initiation!!

P/U & Del. Papers/Resumes/Ads & DTP
Low Price DOCUMENT DOCTOR 544-0214

Congrats To Our New Initiates
Way To Go Beta Billygoats!!!

LOSE IT?, FIND IT!, RENT IT. DO IT!
••• MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

HELP ORGANIZE EVENTS W ITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAIL. IN
UU217-D. OR CALL x5834 FOR INFO

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR POSITIONS
AVAIL. GAIN VALUABLE LEADERSHIP
AND ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
APPLIC. AVAIL. IN U U 217-D x5834

RHYTHM COMBO

CLASSIFIED AD
FORMS NOW
AVAILABLE!

!l! CAUTION !!!

FOUND

CASH FOR COLLEGE 900,000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE NO REPAYMENT EVER
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY
1-800-243-2435

on 5/2/94 RayBan Sunglasses in
Library Reserve Room Call 544-3087

SHORE CLIFF LODGE
FRIDAY, JUNE 3,1994 AT 7:00pm
$17.50—TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!!
at the Journalism Department Office

KCPR

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make
up to $2,000 - $4,000-f/mo. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or South Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information
call: 1(206)632-1146 ext. J6005

A 2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
(OR APT. WITHOUT STAIRS)
* NEAR POLY AND DOWNTOWN *
PLEASE CALL LYNN 9 541-2660

SERVICE TECH - SUMMER POSITION
Will train. Moderate physical
work. Ability to communicate
with public. Competitive
salary & bonus, vehicle & unF
forms. Good driving record.
Ask for Paul or Warren.
MISSIN PEST CONTROL
LAGUNA HILLS (714) 586-2847

Services
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE*

SUMMER
JOBS!
Fine High Sierra Family Resort
seeks live-in counselors (20-up)
toTEACH the following:Folk
Guitar & lead sing-a-long
Campfires, Canoeing, Pre-School:
Ages 2-7, and Fencing. Call
(800) 227-9966. Daily & Wknds OK

SAY IT WRITE

SORORITY FALL RUSH
Sponsored by Panhellenic
Sign up at the Student Life and
Activities Office in the UU.______

CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS-TOP 70 CDs only $12.98
MOST CASH for used CD, tape, LP,
video games-used CDs from $2.99
Open M-Sat til 9pm-553 Higuera

Greek News
Thanks for all the help during
GREEK WEEK. You guys were studs!

A PROOFING POLISHING EDITING
SERVICE FOR PAPERS, PROJECTS,
REPORTS. WILL TYPE ALSO. CALL
545-8750 FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

2 Bdrm Condo with garage, deck
& fireplace. 178 Stenner St.
$750/$850 per month. 544-5385.
2 BDRM HOUSE FOR RENT - $575
Water/Trash Pd, Washer & Dryer
Close to Poly. * Marci 542-9194
2 or 3 Bdrms avail in house
Avail 6/15 Summer only Rent very
negotiable Must See! 543-8945
3 Bdrm-2 1/2 Ba Luxury Condo, Yard,
Near Poly. $1200/mo. Pick up flyer
for information at 415 Norih Chorro
(Near Boysen) or call 543-8370.

5 ROOM HOUSE!
KILLER AREA

CLOSE TO POLY, TOWN, FOOD & PARK

CALL 544-5675
FOR DETAILS!
6 YR OLD HOME. 3 LRG BR'S EACH
WITH PRIV FULL BATH. FULL EQUIP
KITCH. WASHER&DRYER 2 CAR GAR +
4 OFF ST PARK. BOB 310-373-7998
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. Non-Smoker, Quiet,
No Pets. 543-7555 * Ask For Bea*

$7S0/wk. Alaska fisheries
this summer. Maritime Services
1-208-860-0219.

ON-LINE RESUME TALENT BANK
reaches over 20 million Internet
viewers! Unlimited length arrd max
coverage at one low price. For
details call (408)626-4385.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Immediate opening for administrative
assistant in Video Production
Office to handle scheduling
arxJ papemvork. Apply in:
Room 22 (basement) 8-5 M-F.

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -Earn
up to $8,000+ in two months.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary! For information call:
1(206)545-4155 ext. A6005

PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176

STILL ' W-WMM. 1
AWKKG TOO?
W^S TMIMKIKG

1 ROOM SUMMER SUBLET
IN GREAT 5 BDRM 3 BATH HOME
BY FRENCH HOSPITAL. $250/MO OBO
* CALL KELLY ® 549-9854 *

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& FulFTime employment available.
No experience necessary!
Call: 1-206-634-0468 ext. C6005

Math tutor PhD College Prof.
Courses 100-500 tel. 528-0625

New DJ Information Meeting
Wednesday, June 22 O 6:30pm
All Majors Welcome
For More Info
Call 756-KCPR

Rental Housing

CAMP COUNSELORS & Horseback riding
Instructors. ROUGHING IT DAY CAMP
in S.F. Bay Area. Must be available
6/20-8/26, have exper. and refs.
Call (510) 283-3795.

RENTAL
WANTED
TO RENT FOR 94-95

JOURNALISM
AWARDS BANQUET

OWN ROOM IN LAGUNA LAKE
TOWNHOUSE AVAIL SUMMER AND FALL
CLEAN AND QUIET!! $300 MO
CALL JENNIFER AT 544-3986

Employment

NO. COUNTY CHILDCARE 3 DAYS/WK
Afternoons & p.m.'s in rny liome.
Cal.DL & rel.'s required. 237-0183

CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
or Trade CreditI New comics
every Thursday-New games each
week! SUB COMICS GAMES AND
POSTERS 78S Marsh St. S41-3735

Furn Condo FM 2bdrm 2 ba Walk CP
TV Wash/Dry mcrwv avail Smr $150
Fall $235 N. Chorro
Call TABBY 542-0955 or 482-9385

Get CASH 4 your extra grad tlx!
Name your price! Richie-543-4976

Need AM Graduation Tickets!!!!
Please call Dina at 544-4409

ESLIESLI
Conversation class-Free & Fun!
Meet international students
Improve your speaking skills
learn Idioms & vocabulary-Relaxed
environment! Fridays 2pm - 4pm in
Bldg 10-138 call x2067 for Info.

^s»|

Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

Desperately Seeking
AM GRAD TICKETS!
•* Please Call 5 4 5-5812“

Pick Them Up At Th« U.U.
Information Desk or Stop
By The Mustang Dally Office
** Deadline June 1st 5 pm! **

||(6)L|)ÇÇ

Opportunities

TONIGHT AT BRUBECKS... 10:00pm

ARCHITECT WANTS TO CORRESPOND
WITH ARCHITECTURE STUDENT ON
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM REGARDING
PURCHASE OF SOUVENIR BUILDINGS
FOR COST-PLUS COMPENSATION.
RANDY 546-0943

GRAD

Roommates

TYPING OF:THESIS/SR. PROJECTS/AND
REPORTS. PC LASER PRINTS. 438-3504

Wanted

Announcements

AOn ALUM

LIVE FUNK w/
HUMAN
BEIN’ &
the FAT ALBERT ROTUNDA

ITS FUNNl., WHEN I WAS
I 'WOOGUT GR.QWN-URS
WoQRtED A0WT AWTWIKG. I
TESTED W PARENTS TD TAVCE
CARE OF ENERl-miNS, ANO IT
NEVER. OCCURRED TO t/\E TWAT
■mET NtGMT NOT KNOW UOW.

\

Rental Housing

* SUBLET
* WANTED *

3 FEMALES SEEK OWN ROOMS IN
AN AFFORDABLE SUMMER SUBLET
STARTING JULY 1. PLEASE CALL
JOY OR AMY ® 547-9756 OR LV MSG

CALL 541-4171

TERM PAPERS CALL ROSEMARY
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 528-2052

Lost & Found

5TUBEKIT C(!)Wk/IUNITV §ERVI«§

SOFA & CHAIR

EXCELLENT CONDITION, MUST SEE!

Resumes, Sr. Projects Etc. Mac w/
Laser Printer **549-8966“

Entertainment

POLY PALS
DIRECTORS
NEEDED!

TWIN BED

li^A RUSH???

zn

BUY IT, HELP IT. SELL IT. MAKE IT.

‘jack-of-all-trade’ skills. He cares
about what he’s doing even
though he’s asked (to do) a lot in
many ways.
“He puts in a lot of effort con
sidering ... (he is) dealing with
17 sports,” Cummings added.
“We’ve got one guy in charge of
the equipment for everybody. It’s
pretty incredible because when
you look at other Division II
schools, they’ll have two or three
people doing the same job (as
McMath).”

I FtGURED THAT ONCE VOU
GREW UP, VOU AUTOMATICAU-T
KNEW WUAT TO DO \N ANT
GWJEH SCENARIO

5Br3.5Ba.Ck)se2Poly. AvI 7/1 NO PET
W ASHERORYER. KAY 310-373-7999

COLLEGE GARDEN
APARTMENTS
QUALITY SUMMER
RENTALS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
Super Clean
Newly Remodeled
Furnished/Unfurnished
Private Garages
Laundry Facilities
1 BDRM $475 - $525
2 BDRM $575 - $625
Bungalows $650 - $700
We may not be the biggest, but
we try hard to be the Best!
284 North Chorro, #6
544-3952

I DONT TNINR. I'D HANE
BEEN IN 3UCN A NURRT TO
REKW M)U\.THCE» IF I'D KNOWN
INE WWOLE TMtNG WAS GOtNG
TO et AD UBBED.

FREE RENT

ALMOST!
FOOTHILL HACIENDA APARTMENTS
SECURE YOUR APT. FOR NEXT YEAR
2 BIG BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
2 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
CAt.L VIC OR TREVOR AT 545-0667
FREE SUMMER/FALL RENTAL LIST!
NOW AVAILABLE
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MGMT.
1411 MARSH ST., SUITE 101
NICE CONDO FOR RENT FOR SUMMER
$750 WHOLE CONDO AT PINECREEK #19
“ CALL MICHELLE AT 544-4476**

ROOM
4 RENT
Lrg Bdrm avail 6/15 in great
house $250mo-private Bath-yardin great Location CALL CHAD H ®
543-6394

COLLEGE GARDEN
APARTMENTS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Where You'll Receive
Quality at an Affordable
Price!
*Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
*Private Garage w/Storage
*Newly Remodeled
*Peaceful Garden Setting
*Furnished'Unfumished
•Laundry Facilities
*Subleasing Allowed
*Close to Cal Poly
1/2 OFF
1ST MONTHS
RENT
(with a signed lease)
284 N. Chorro #6
544-3952
El Dorado ^ t s
555 Westmont, Swimming Pool
1 & 2 Bd. 1 Ba Units
Walk to Poly 546-9400:543-9119
12-mo lease 1 Bd $427 M/M $450
2Bd lease rate $567 M/M $600
AVERAGE RATES FOR lease Avail
ROOM FOR RENT in a nice, well-kept
house. $294/mo + util. Avail. 6/12.
*** Call 546-8104 ***

SUMMER
SUBLET!!

OWN ROOM ONLY $200/MONTH
CALL HEATHER @ 541-6990
SUMMER SUBLET
4Bd 2Ba 2 Car Garage
$975 AvI June Laguna Area
CALL NORM ® x3137 or JOHN 0 x3188
SUMMER SUBLET
2 Fm 2 Share HUGE RM in Great House!
$245 ea +util.OBO Jessica 0 435-2351
SUMMER SUBLET
CLOSE TO POLY, GREAT VIEW, NO
DEPOSIT, 3 ROOMS AVAIL. 541-2979
CEDAR CREEK STUDENT CONDO.
One left-available S ^ t . 2Bd 2 Ba.
Furn. Walk to school. Pool! $250/mo.
per person for 4! * Call 967-6634

The Creek /Vpts
722 Boysen
2Bd IB a Furn 543-9119
Walk to Poly
12-mo lease $600
(July-Aug) $450
AVERAGE $575

Homes for Sale
BEST PRICED HOMES & CONDOS
Free List & Information Available
On Campus - Call Marguerite
CENTURY 21 SLO 549-0456
FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson***543-8370***

SMs
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Poly leaves Division II glory days

11

Men’s cross country has two national crowns from
1978 and 1979. Men's tennis won na
tional titles in 1986 and 1990. The foot
ball team won it all in 1980, and the
As its teams enter Division I competition,
baseball team matched that feat in 1989.
Cal Poly leaves its mark as the most successful
With all these Division II high
Division II athletic program in the country,
lights, it should be noted that two pro
with 36 national titles.
grams currently compete at the Division
—
Cal Poly has claimed 20 men's national
I level - volleyball and wrestling. These
titles and 16 women’s national titles, the most
two
programs have fostered some excit
for each category in Division II. The closest
ing Division I moments of their owm.
follower is Cal State Northridge - already at
In 1969, while still in Division
Division I and awaiting Cal Poly to join it in
II, the wrestling program boasted a young
the American West Conference. The Mata
talent
named Tom Kline.
dors claimed 30 national titles —18 men's and
Kline went on to win a Division
12 women's. Cal State Bakersfield is the only
II
National
Championship in his weight
other program with more than 20 national
class
in
1968
and 1969. He then became
titles - 17 men's and four women's.
Cal Poly's first Division I National
In addition to all the team national titles.
Champion in 1969.
Cal Poly ranks second in total individual
Seven years later, Mark
national titles, with 120, behind Cal State
DiGirolamo
gave the wrestling program
Northridge's 163. The men's 76 individual
a second Division I individual national
titles and the women's 44 titles each rank
title.
third in Division II. Cal State Bakersfield
The women's volleyball program
has the most men's titles with 103 followed
entered the Division I world in 1981.
by Cal State Northridge's 101. On the
Current Head Coach Craig
women's side. Cal State Northridge has 62
Cummings said the previous coach
individual titles followed by Abilene Chrishad much to do with that.
tian in Texas with 51.
"Without a doubt, Mike Wilton
All Cal Poly’s women's titles are from cross
(volleyball
coach in 1978-89) was
country and track and field.
the
man
who
came in and took
The cross country women own 10 straight
volleyball to the national level,"
titles spanning from 1982 through 1991. The
Cummings
said.
track and field program owns six national titles.
The women's volleyball program
The men's 20 national titles come from six t^OitreMSSN
has
made
the NCAA playoffs nine times
different sports.
since 1981 and has had some major high
The men's side benefited from eight wrestling national titles in nine
lights.
years - 1966 to 1974.
In 1984-85j it was ranked No. 1 in the country for two weeks. It ended that
Wrestling then moved to Division I in 1974, where it has yet to win a national
season in third — its best finish ever. In 1985, Cal Poly beat UCLA, then the
title.
The men's track and field team matched its female counterparts with six top-ranked team in the country. The team followed that feat in 1989 by toppling
No. 1-ranked University of Hawaii, ending its 55 home-match winning streak.
national titles in 1968 through 1970 and 1979 through 1981.
By Jeffrey J. Jen
Doily Staff Writer

F o o t b a l l
First Year:

• 1915

Highlights:

• 1980 National Champions
• 1933 - team went 7-0 and
outscored opponents 73-0;
became one of 30 teams
unscored upon in football
history
• Nine NCAA Playoff
appearances

Records:

a

catch from the past
/ Daily photo by Steve Pierce

On Oct. 2, 1915, Cal poly played its
first football game against Santa Bar
bara High School. The game ended in a
6-6 tie.
Seventy-five seasons, 654-games and
12 coaches later. Cal Poly is about to
embark on its inaugural season in NCAA
Division I-AA play.
The 13th and newest coach coming
aboard in December - replacing Lyle
Setencich - plans to do more than just
help the Mustangs improve on their in
augural American West Conference
mark of 1-3 last year.
"I want to make Cal Poly a Top Divi
sion I-AA team and graduate my play
ers," Patterson said.
Fcx>tball unfortunately owns one of
Cal Poly’s worst moments. In 1960 a
plane crash killed 16 players that were
returning from a game against Bowling
Green. The rest of the sea.son was can
celed, and some say the program has
never been the same since.

• Overall - 357-278-19 (.560
pet.)
• This Season - 6-4 overall and
1-3 in AWC
• Best Ever - 9-0 (1953)

Coaches:

• Best - LeRoy Hughes (195061) 72-38-1 (.703 pet.)
• Joe Harper (1968-81) 96-38-3
(687)
• Current Coach - Andre
Patterson (First year 0-0)

Best Athletes:

• Stan Sheriff, C/LB
(1951-53) - captain of the
undefeated 1953 team and
played for the NFL
• Mel Kaufman, LB (1977-80) All-American during 1980
championship season and
played eight seasons for
Washington, collecting two
Super Bowl rings

Greatest Moment:

• 1980 - Poly won
the National Championship in
the Zia Bowl, televised by ABC

Conference Alignment:
• American West Conference

Division I Future:

• "A Top 20 Division
I-AA team," Patter.son said

• This series takes a

glance at the Divi
sion II history Col
Poly's Athletics De
partment is leaving
behind after this
year.

TODAY
• Fall Sporfs
• Long-time equip
ment manager re
calls Division II
m em ories / See
page 6

THURSDAY
• W inter Sports
• Rules, rules and
more rules
• The move puts
coach on long, wind
ing road

FRIDAY________
• Spring Sports
• Brad Hamilton
closes door on Divi
sion II
• Trainer offers a
blast from the past

VOLLEYBALL
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First Year:
Highlights:
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Senior outside hitter Andrea Lucadam
/ Daily file photo

For the most part, volleyball will be
a casual observer as Cal Poly loads its
Division n trophies into a moving van
and drives to Division I.
However, Head Coach Craig
Cummings said he thinks the other
teams' move to Division I will help his
teams' recruiting.
Cummings said he hopes the team
will attract more key players now that
it's official. The team is going to remain
in Division I.
With more key players, Cummings
hopes the team will return to the success
of the 1980s and back into the Top 20 and
playoffs.
The women's volleyball team has
been competitive since the mid-60s, but
when former head coach Mike Wilton
came on in 1978, the team really tcxik
off.
"Without a doubt, Mike Wilton was
the man who came in and took volley
ball to the national level," Cummings
said.

Records:

Coaches:

Best Players:

• I98i
• 1984-85 Ranked No. 1 in the
nation for two weeks. Ended
the season third in the nation
• The unranked Mustangs
upset No. 1 University of
Hawaii Rainbows in five
games. The upset snapped the
Rainbows’ 55 home-match
winning streak and put Cal
Poly into the Top 20 and the
NCAA Championships.
• Nine NCAA Championship
Playoff appearances
• Ranked No. 1 eight times
during the 80s
• Overall - 366-192 (.656 pet.)
• This Season -11-22 (.333 pet.)
• Best Ever - 41-8 (.837 pet.) in
1981
• Best - Mike Wilton (1978-88)
Record not available
• Current Coach - Five years,
Craig Cumming.s, 83-76
• Sandy Aughinbaugh, OH,
1980-83
• Ellen Bugalski, MB/OH,
1982-85
• Wendy Hooper, OH, 1981-82

Greatest Moment:

• The win against
No. 1-ranked UCLA in the
finals of a tournament in 1985

Conference Alignment:
• American West Conference

Division I Future:

• "There's going to be
some butt kicking, but we've
taken some and given some,"
Cummings said.

